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Why Master Read Aloud Skills? 

What you get: 

The course is divided into 2 x 2 hour sessions.
The first session involves guided practice for
mastering the read aloud skills. Four key
components to storytelling - tone, mood,
intensity and pacing - will be explained and
modelled. The second session delves deeper into
interactive read alouds and introduces a variety of
favourite books to inspire a love of reading and
learning.  

Suitable for anyone who has the opportunity to read
or work with children, 2-11 years old. 
Recommended for groups of 20-30 participants
but larger groups can be arranged. 

English , Cantonese or Mandarin

Fee and duration:

Language:

Who is it for: 

$6,000 for 2 sessions x 2 hours each session

Mastering Read Aloud Skills 

Master your reading aloud skills and learn the best approach to really engage and inspire your
listeners. Learn the art of reading aloud by practicing tone, pace, intensity and mood and the
art of inviting them in to discover and live alongside the characters in books, whether it’s
simply letting them laugh with delight or igniting a conversation about deeper themes, such as
friendship, bullying, family, environment or diversity.  

To request more details, please contact Yvonne Leung
at yvonne@bringmeabook.org.hk 

  www.bringmeabook.org.hkBring Me A Book Hong Kong   @bmabhk

“The fire of literacy is created by the emotional sparks between a child, a book, and the person
reading”, Mem Fox. 

By mastering read aloud skills, you are able to bring a book to life through the use of voice, facial
expressions and body language, useful skills for volunteers, parents and educators. The next step is
learning how to use the read aloud skills and how to choose books to inspire and open our
children’s lives to a world beyond their own imagination. 

$3,000 for 1 session x 2 hours 
( for corporates and volunteers only) 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSezhsQYf6hyRawF5_vlSYPsb9GWTZwERIveDU7fYpsGvpfz6Q/viewform
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